Gilman Middle School
Summer Reading 2020
Seventh Grade
Incoming Seventh Grade students are required to read a total of six books. There are two
required titles which everyone must read—New Kid by Jerry Craft and The Other Half of
Happy by Rebecca Balcárcel. The other four books are free choice. Below is a list of
suggested books for students who are entering Seventh Grade. Students are not limited to
this list; other books by the same authors included on the list are acceptable, as are books
recommended by local librarians as appropriate to grade and reading level. Please contact
Middle School Librarian, F
 aith Ward, if you have any questions.

The Eternity
Elixir
(Series)

Black Brother,
Black Brother

By: Jason Reynolds

By: Jewell Parker
Rhodes

By: Susan Nielsen

By: Maulik Pancholy

By: James Ponti

Jason Reynolds
conjures ten tales
(one per block) about
what happens after
the dismissal bell
rings, and brilliantly
weaves them into
one wickedly funny,
piercingly poignant
look at the detours
we face on the walk
home, and in life.

A powerful
coming-of-age
story about two
brothers, one who
presents as white,
the other as black,
and the complex
ways in which they
are forced to
navigate the world,
all while training
for a fencing
competition.

Twelve-year-old Felix's
appearance on a
television game show
reveals that he and his
mother have been
homeless for a while,
but also restores some
of his faith in other
people.

Rahul Kapoor is
heading into seventh
grade in a small town
in Indiana. The start of
middle school is
making him feel
increasingly anxious, so
his favorite person in
the whole world, his
grandfather Bhai, gives
him some
well-meaning advice:
Find one thing you’re
really good at and
become the BEST at it.

This new series
brings together five
kids from all over the
world and
transforms them into
real-life
spies--perfect for
fans of the S
 py
School series.

By: Frank L. Cole

Twelve-year-old Gordy
Stitser is one of the few
people who knows the
truth about the secret
society of potion
masters. Not only is
Gordy's mom on the
Board of Ruling
Elixirists Worldwide
(B.R.E.W.), but she has
also been training
Gordy in the art of
potion-making.

No Fixed
Address

Look Both
Ways

The Best At It

City Spies

Eyes of the
World

By: Marc Aronson
Looks at the life and
work of war
photographers Robert
Capa and Gerta Taro,
who were pioneers in
the field of
photojournalism as
they captured images
from the Spanish Civil
War.

Payback Time
By: Carl Deuker

Overweight,
somewhat timid
Mitch reluctantly
agrees to be the sports
reporter for the
Lincoln High
newspaper because
he is determined to be
a writer, but he senses
a real story in Angel, a
talented football
player who refuses to
stand out on the field.

Becoming
Kareem

Thirsty

The Elephant
Whisperer

By: Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar

By: M. T. Anderson

(Young Readers)
By: Lawrence Anthony

From a childhood
made difficult by
racism and prejudice
to a record-smashing
career on the
basketball court as an
adult, Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar's life
was packed with
"coaches" who taught
him right from wrong
and led him on the
path to greatness.

From the moment he
knows that he is
destined to be a
vampire, Chris
thirsts for the blood
of people around him
while also struggling
to remain human.

Conservationist
Anthony agreed to
take in a herd of
"troubled" wild
elephants, the first
seen in the area in
more than a century.
Winning their trust
and even learning how
they communicate.

Court of Fives
(Series)

Bone Talk

By: Candy Gourlay

By: Kate Elliott

When a scheming
lord tears Jess's
family apart, she must
rely on her unlikely
friendship with Kal, a
high-ranking Patron
boy, and her skill at
Fives, an intricate,
multi-level athletic
competition, to protect
her Commoner
mother and
mixed-race sisters
and save her father's
reputation.

Totally Middle
School Tales of
Friends, Family,
and Fitting In

Out of the Wild
Night
By: Blue Balliet

Ghosts are alive on the
island of Nantucket. You
can hear them in the
wind and in the creaks of
the old homes. They
want to be remembered,
and, even more, they
want to protect what was
once theirs.

The Lie Tree

24 Hours in
Nowhere

By: Dusti Bowling

For Gus, a bright
13-year-old with
dreams of getting out
and going to college,
life there is made even
worse by Bo Taylor,
Nowhere's biggest,
baddest bully. The
characters bond over
shared stories of how
hard life in Nowhere
is--and they realize
this adventure just
may be their way out.

Torpedoed

By: Frances Hardinge

By: Deborah Heligman

On an island off the
south coast of
Victorian England,
fourteen-year-old
Faith investigates the
mysterious death of
her father. She
discovers a tree that
feeds upon lies and
gives those who eat its
fruit visions of truth.

A true account of
the attack and
sinking of the
passenger ship SS
City of Benares,
which was
evacuating children
from England
during WWII.

By: Betsy Groban

It is 1899. Ten-year-old
Samkad thinks he
knows everything
about the world. He
knows that home is in
the mountains. He
knows who his friends
and his enemies are.
He knows that he will
grow up to become a
warrior like his dad,
with his own shield,
spear, and axe.

Brimming with heart
and humor, these
poignant stories from
bestselling and
award-winning
authors shine a light
on the moments when
everything is thrilling
and terrifying at the
same time--in a way it
will never be again.

Door to the
Lost

Hideout

By: Jaleigh
Johnson

By: Watt Key

After a mysterious
accident that closes
a portal to another
world, magic is
banned in
Talhaven. But there
are those like Rook
who are stranded
in Talhaven and
still have the power
to wield magic.

The son of a
Mississippi
policeman finds a
boy living in hiding
in the wilderness
and tries to help
him without giving
away his secret.

Breakout!

Squint

By: Kate Messner

A World Below
By: Wesley King

We Are Here to
Stay: Voices of
Undocumented
Young Adults

Nowhere Boy

By: Katherine Marsh

After his
quick-tempered father
gets in a fight and is
sent back to jail,
sixth-grader Bryan,
known for being quiet
and thoughtful, snaps
and follows new friend
Mike into trouble.

Fourteen-year-old
Ahmed, a Syrian
refugee, and
thirteen-year-old
Max, an American
boy, are bound by a
secret that sets them
on the adventure of a
lifetime.

Mark of the
Thief
(Series)

By: Andrew Norriss

By: Susan Kuklin

By: Chad Morris

Mr. Baker's eighth
grade class thought
they were in for a
normal field trip to
Carlsbad Caverns in
New Mexico, but
their journey takes a
terrifying turn when
an earthquake hits
and the students are
plunged into a lake,
forcing them to fight
for survival.

The Day the
World Stopped
Turning

Meet nine courageous
young adults who
have lived in the
United States with a
secret for much of
their lives: they are not
U.S. citizens. They
came from Colombia,
Mexico, Ghana,
Independent Samoa,
and Korea.

Trash

By: Andy Mulligan

By: Michael Morpugo
From multiple
perspectives, it tells
of a time capsule
project and the
middle schoolers
who contribute,
including future
journalist Nora
Tucker and
newcomer Elidee
Jones, whose
brother is in the
local prison.

Tight

By: Torrey Maldonado

Flint Minett has
keratoconus, an eye
disease, but
desperately wants
to win a comic book
art contest so that
he and his new
friend McKell
Panganiban will be
better accepted at
middle school.

In the unique
landscape of France
during World War II,
Lorenzo lives among
the salt flats and the
flamingos. There are
lots of things he
doesn't
understand–but he
does know how to
heal animals and
how to talk to them.

Mike

By: Jennifer Nielsen
A group of
fourteen-year-old boys,
who make a living
picking garbage from
the outskirts of a large
city, find something
special and mysterious
that brings terrifying
consequences.

When Nic, a slave in the
mines near Rome, is
forced to enter a cavern
containing lost
treasures of Julius
Caesar, he finds himself
in possession of an
amulet filled with
magic and becomes the
center of a conspiracy to
overthrow the emperor.

Meet Floyd. He's a
tennis star. Possibly
even good enough to
win Wimbledon one
day. Meet Mike. He's
. . . different. Apart
from anything else,
Floyd seems to be the
only one who can see
him.

The Nest

By: Kenneth Oppel

When wasps come to
Steve in a dream
offering to fix his sick
baby brother, he
thinks all he has to do
is say yes. But yes
may not mean what
Steve thinks it means.

Undefeated

By: Steve Sheinkin

A great American
sport and Native
American history
come together in this
true story of how Jim
Thorpe and Pop
Warner created the
legendary Carlisle
Indians football team.

White Bird
By: R.J. Palacio

Soldier's Heart
By: Gary Paulsen

Julian, from R.J.
Palacio’s Wonder,
listens to his
Grandmère’s story
about how she, a
young Jewish girl,
was hidden by a
family in a
Nazi-occupied French
village during World
War II.

Eager to enlist,
fifteen-year-old
Charley has a
change of heart after
experiencing both
the physical horrors
and mental anguish
of Civil War combat.

Scythe
(Series)

Sinking the
Sultana

By: Neal Shusterman

By: Sally M. Walker

Citra and Rowan
learn that a perfect
world comes only
with a heavy price - A
world with no hunger,
no disease, no war, no
misery. Now Scythes
are the only ones who
can end life--and they
are commanded to do
so, in order to keep
the size of the
population under
control.

The worst maritime
disaster in American
history wasn't the
Titanic. It was the
steamboat Sultana
on the Mississippi
River -- and it could
have been prevented.

Anya and the
Dragon

By: Sofiya Pasternack

In an alternate
ninth century,
twelve-year-old
Anya and a new
friend face a Viking
and a Tsar to protect
the water dragon
that saved her life,
putting her family's
home at risk.

The Woman’s Hour:
Our Fight for the
Right to Vote
(Adapted for Young
Readers)
By: Elaine Weiss

Readers will
understand the
meaning behind the
women’s movement to
gain the right to vote,
its place in American
history, the expansion
of democracy, and its
role in changing
attitudes towards
women.

The Gauntlet
By: Karuna Riazi

A trio of friends from
New York City find
themselves trapped
inside a mechanical
board game that they
must dismantle in
order to save
themselves and
generations of other
children.

Imposters
(Series)

By Scott Westerfeld

Frey is Rafi's twin
sister and her body
double. Their powerful
father has many
enemies, and the
world has grown
dangerous as the old
order falls apart. While
Rafi was raised to be
the perfect daughter,
Frey has been taught
to kill.

Salt to the Sea
By: Ruta Sepetys

As World War II draws
to a close, refugees try
to escape the war's
final dangers, only to
find themselves
aboard a ship with a
target on its hull.

Brotherhood

By: Anne Westrick

A powerful and
unflinching story of a
family caught in the
period of
Reconstruction.

